ORIGINAL SOFTWARE AND MIDRANGE DYNAMICS PARTNER TO SUPPORT IBM i
BUSINESSES
Partnership delivers change management, testing, and test management software for IBM i businesses
BASINGSTOKE, UK and Zug, Switzerland – Sept 30, 2021
Original Software, a leading provider of testing and test management software, announced today that it
has partnered with Midrange Dynamics to deliver world class, reliable change management and testing
software for IBM i businesses worldwide.
Through this partnership, Original Software and Midrange Dynamics can now provide a full suite of
change management and testing solutions to IBM i businesses. Testing solutions include Test Data
Management, Batch Program Testing, Test Automation and Regression Testing.
“We are pleased to partner with Midrange Dynamics to provide our testing solutions for businesses with
IBM i,’ said Colin Armitage, CEO of Original Software. “There are thousands of businesses that depend
and rely on IBM i technology every day and finding the right tools to support this is important. Original
Software is the only company that can provide a comprehensive set of testing tools for IBM i platforms.
Midrange Dynamics has proven expertise delivering Change Management Solutions, consultancy and
technical support for IBM i businesses worldwide.”
“The collaboration with Original Software, and seamless integration of their industry-leading testing tools
with the Midrange Dynamics solutions, makes it easy for organizations to include automated testing in
their CI/CD process,” said Michael Morgan, Midrange Dynamics Managing Director. “As a trusted
consultant, our goal is to recommend the best possible solutions to our clients. We are excited about the
value our partnership with Original Software will deliver to our shared customer base,” said Mr. Morgan.
About Original Software
Original Software enables organizations to meet their testing objectives rapidly, by delivering innovative
solutions to support application quality. For over 25 years, their mission has been to deliver quality
software, that is easy to buy, has an intuitive UI and is loved by their clients. Original Software has always
offered capabilities for the IBM i that went deeper than any other platform and addressed the particular
demands of this server and its operating system. Visit https://origsoft.com/ to find out more or to
https://i400quality.com/ for our IBM i testing solutions.
About Midrange Dynamics
Midrange Dynamics provides application lifecycle and API management for hundreds of enterprises and
small IT teams worldwide. An IBM Business Partner and IBM ISV council member, the company has been
advancing MDCMS for 23 years from its headquarters in Switzerland to meet change management
requirements with intuitive, simple-to-use solutions for IBM i and multiplatform development. Whether an
organization is on the forefront of DevOps practices, heavy into SQL, or mixing old and new
methodologies, Midrange Dynamics can help.
Midrange Dynamics partners with companies around the globe to sell and support the MDCMS product
suite. Visit https://www.midrangedynamics.com/where-to-buy to find a representative in your region.
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